
A.Lay out the remaining parts as illustration shown, the colored stickers all face upwards.
B.Lay out the all of Curved poles in a circle. 
C.Insert the rod sockets into the holes to connect each Curved Poles,until you complete a circle frame.
(NOTE: Make sure that the rod sockets are properly inserted into the Curved Poles)

A.Follow the illustration, lay out the U-legs face upwards
B.Lift the Circle frame up,take one U-leg inset into the frame till the snap button fully fixed into the frame tube.
C.Repeat the step B to finish all the U-legs assembly.
Note:One people hold the one side of shorter-U leg,while the another one hold the other side,then install into the
        taller-U leg at the same time. 

Find level ground, and make sure that there are no obstructions nearby.

Check that you have all the parts required for assembly.

If you are missing any parts,pls contact Free Jump Trampoline directly.

FJTR06
6 FT（1.8m） 3 FT(0.51m)

110 lbs(50kg)5 FT  (1.5m)

Mat & Net 1 set Gloves * 2 sets Sockets * 5 pcs

Upper Net Poles * 4 pcs Lower Net Poles * 5 pcs

GHT ABOVE MAT

s*5pc

U Poles*5pc

Upper Net Poles （For basketball hoop)* 1 pc

Tool * 1 pc

Rod * 90 pcs
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Keeps every interval for Two buckles

Note:Before you install the rod into a mat rod holder, read the illustration in step 7.
Note:Following the sequence shown spreads the tension evenly across the mat.
             lf you do not follow this sequence, it will be much difficult to attach the mat.
Note:Follow the illustration ( 6-7-8-9-10 ) ,step by step to install the mat.
Make sure orange     tags on the jumping mat must be matched the orange     abel on the frame
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Note:When install the mat rod into the mat rod sockers,please make sure you have
            inserted the bottom of the frame.
A . Take the mat rod and insert into the mat rod sockers which with the blue    stickers.
B . Locate the blue    tag on the frame and match it with the blue     label on the jumping mat.
C.Hold the handle with right hand and keep your arms stable ,push the rod with handle and keep
   your left hand pulling the white buckle, till the rod hooks onto the buckle.
D.Find the Orange tag (marked as Number 2) on the frame and match it with the Orange label on the jumping mat. 
Then use the handle to connect mat and net
Note:Follow the illustration ( 1-2-3-4-5 ) ,step by step to install the mat.



Keeps every interval for Two buckles
Upper Net Poles (For basketball hoop)    

Keeps every interval for Two buckles to assemble the other rods,till all 

of the rods are fixed onto the buckle.

Note:when install the mat rod into the mat rod sockers,please make sure you have

          inserted the bottom of the frame.
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Pull the safety net down to bottom of curved poles as illustration shown 
until the hook hooks onto the net. 

Referring to the illustration, find the round accessory at the top of the safety net,then insert
into the safety upper pole
After inserting,switch the safety pole till completely lock.
Put all the upper poles on the trampoline after insert the round accessory.

Tips: Make sure one of upper net pole is for keeping the basketball hoop(optional).
Take lower safety pole.
Insert the upper pole into the top of lower pole till they fully seated.

Referring to the illustration, insert the bottom end of the lower pole into the net pole socket on 
the trampoline frame.
Please double check if the net pole is fully seated.
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